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Chapterr VII: Analysis of Mailing List Environment 

Introduction1 1 

Thee chapter addresses the potential of Internet mailing lists to enhance academic 
researchh with respect to Gibbons' (et al.t 1994) distinction between Mode I and Mode 
III  knowledge production. The threaded email messages from a selection of Self-
Organizationn and Science & Technology Studies oriented Internet mailing lists were 
examinedd using cybermetric techniques, as described in Chapter III:  Materials & 
Methodologies.Methodologies. The central drive was to illustrate the internal dynamics involved in 
thee electronic production of knowledge from a different angle than the previous 
analysiss of the internal electronic communications of the SOEIS members as 
describedd in Chapter V. 

Arguably,, the introduction of the Internet mailing list has contributed a new 
dimensionn to academic research and its communication. The primary aim of this 
chapterr is to outline the dynamics of Internet mailing lists with respect to their 
potentiall  to enhance networked communication, and by extension, influence the 
processs of knowledge production. It is argued that network relationships fostered by 
thee use of electronic media can be understood, in part, through an examination of 
threadedd email messages. Importantly, email messages do not occur at random but are 
thee product of collective directed action - they are events that occur in succession, 
oftenn with reference to each other. Email messages in threads are best understood to 
bee like words in sentences - they achieve meaning within context. This analysis is 
thereforee focused upon how threaded email messages, as individual units of 
communication,, can be understood together as concerted collective action. 

Thee secondary aim of this study is to outline the key similarities and differences 
betweenn the EuroCon-Knowflow mailing list, which houses the electronic 
communicationn of the Self-Organization of the European Information Society 
(SOEIS)) research project, and a selection of ten other related mailing lists. The 
frequencyy of interaction is compared with the size of the threads to reveal network 
dynamicss particular to the Internet mailing list. Clearly the examination of threaded 
messagess as instances of interaction is what makes this study unique. As with the 
previouss sections, several distinct but overlapping theoretical perspectives are 
incorporatedd into the analysis to describe the architectural, network and systemic 
dimensionss of knowledge production enabled by the Internet mailing list. 
Additionally,, the Self-Organization and Science & Technology Studies mailing lists 
weree selected to reflect the theoretical perspectives employed in the analysis. 

11 This research has been partially funded by the European Union under the Targeted Socio-Economic 
Researchh (TSER) program (SOEl-Dt97-1060). Sections of this chapter were published in Zelman, A. 
&&  Leydesdorff, L. "Threaded Email Messages in Self-Organization and Science & Technology Studies 
Orientedd Mailing Lists" in Scientometrics 48(3), 361-380. The author would like to thank Moses 
Boudouridess and Loet Leydesdorff for valuable contributions to this research. 
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Researchh Focus 

Thee research focuses upon the discussion threads of mailing lists. The use of threaded 
messagess as our hermeneutic units of analysis provides the basis for a reflection upon 
thee theoretical lens described in Chapter II:  Theoretical Grounding. In particular, 
withh respect to Self-Organi2ation Theory, we measure for self-organized criticality by 
comparingg the frequency and size of threaded messages. Using this and other methods 
ass operationalized modes of theorizing, the architectural, network and systemic 
dynamicss particular to the Internet mailing list are revealed. 

Ass suggested in the review of the relevant literature in Chapter I, there appears to be a 
gapp in the literature related to how threaded email communications can be understood 
ass a mode of knowledge production particular to the technology of the Internet. 
Accordingly,, this contribution to the discourse analyzes threaded messages to 
illustratee the production of knowledge as an ongoing process, and it employs the 
modell  of the theoretical triad to position electronic communication via mailing lists 
ass a unique mode of knowledge production. 

AA thread is a string of messages originating around a single topic of discussion; it is a 
seriess of messages in which each message refers to the previous. The focus on 
threadedd messages permits a perspective to aid in understanding how information is 
exchanged,, and how this mode of exchange differs among lists. Arguably, the use of 
theoreticall  positions that concern architectural, network and systemic (not individual) 
behaviourr may enhance our understanding of mailing lists as contributing to a unique 
modee of knowledge production. 

Inn particular, Self-Organization Theory is useful to this project as the phenomenon of 
threadedd messages can be seen as a recursive operation through which knowledge is 
recursivelyy produced via collective interaction. Like Medium Theory and ANT, Self-
Organizationn Theory helps frame the thread as the key unit of analysis. Importantly, it 
theoreticallyy grounds our comparison of the frequency of interactions (how often 
threadss occur) with the size of interactions (the length of the thread) as a test for self-
organizationall  properties in Internet mailing lists. 

Eachh of these theoretical perspectives provides a window upon the network dynamics 
off  mediated communication. Clearly each helps frame the context of the examination 
throughh highlighting the networked dimensions of the Internet mailing list, and each 
lendss a perspective that permits a more detailed description of the distinction between 
Modee I and Mode II knowledge production. Together, these theoretical bodies frame 
thiss analysis in the sense that the node through which they intersect is the notion of 
thee thread: the observation of threaded messages achieves a different meaning with 
eachh perspective. 

Inn light of Medium Theory, individual email messages can be understood to 
collectivelyy form an information network along a historical axis; list activity thus 
becomess the measure of the degree of shared informational world formation. In light 
off  Actor Network Theory, threaded email messages can be understood as an indicator 
off  information network formation created and sustained through individual actions. 
Thiss extends the notion of the information network as an architecture since actions are 
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isolatedd as the means through which the information network is continually 
reproduced,, thereby illustrating its interconnectivity. Finally, with Self-Organization 
Theoryy the notion of information network is lifted from local actors and actions to a 
next-orderr perspective that treats thread size and frequency as fingerprints of the 
recursivee operation of the social system, above and beyond individual agency. These 
keyy theoretical positions align with the three stages of the results described below. 

Researchh Questions & Expectations 

Emaill  messages are the key unit of analysis because they serve as a focal point for 
questionss concerning both individual and collective behaviour. Through analyzing 
threadedd email messages as events, using the theoretical perspectives outlined in 
ChapterChapter II:  Theoretical Grounding, a new perspective is gained, thereby lending a 
uniquee understanding of the networked dynamics of the Internet mailing list. Three 
researchresearch questions have been isolated, each with reference to a particular theoretical 
body. . 

Thee first research question concerns the architectural dimensions of mailing list 
communication.. Does the Internet mailing list operate as an information network, and 
cancan qualities common to all lists be identified, or do different lists perform specific 
functionalfunctional roles in academic communication? This question is informed by the 
Mediumm Theory notion of the information network, and aims to characterize each list 
architecturallyy with respect to its perceived function in the academic network. With 
respectt to this research question, the primary expectations concerned the variation 
amongg the lists with respect to their descriptive statistics; it was expected that the lists 
underr examination would vary according the status of each. The EuroCon Knowflow 
mailingg list, for example, functions in the context of the SOEIS research project and 
inn this sense was expected to differ in relation to lists at the field level. Three levels 
havee been identified: project, intermediary, and field. This is of concern to the 
analysiss because printed communication fostered a distinction between formal and 
informall  communications, and it can be expected that this distinction may blur with 
electronicc media use. A related research question is relevant here: what does this 
blurringg mean for formal communication at the field level and for informal 
communicationn at the level of research practice? Accordingly, this analysis should 
provee insightful for mailing list participants involved with project, intermediate and 
fieldd level lists. 

Second,, Are there notable differences between Internet mailing lists with respect to 
theirtheir networked communication statistics, and if so, what can we determine about 
eacheach list given the threaded-ness of it's communication? The question is informed by 
Actorr Network Theory and aims to outline the network qualities of the Internet 
mailingg list as a product of collective actions. The key focus here is how individual 
messagess compile to form information networks. The primary expectations of 
researchh question two concerned how the EuroCon-Knowflow list compares to the 
samplee set. The comparison relates to the communicative statistics - the threaded-
nessness of each list. Unlike the aforementioned expectation of a blurring between formal 
andd informal knowledge production at the project, intermediary and field levels, it 
wass expected here that these differences could be located through an examination of 
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threadedd messaging behaviour. Given the intentional positioning of email-listings at 
thee project, intermediary or field levels, it was therefore expected that these 
differencess would be reinforced despite the blurring capacity of electronic media. 
Electronicc communication would therefore appear to supplement rather than supplant 
traditionall  print media. The analysis was aimed to discern whether individual emails 
(actions)) reinforce the distinction between formal and informal communications or 
whetherr the dynamics of the net erased the original differences. 

Finally,, research question three concerns the systemic dimension of the mailing list: 
CanCan discernable self-organizational network properties of the Internet mailing list be 
identified,identified, and if so, which lists appear to be self-organizational, which do not, and 
why?why? Self-Organization Theory informs this research question; by comparing the size 
andd frequency of threads irrespective of their individual contributors, the recursive 
aspectss of the information system are outlined. With respect to research question 
three,, the expectations concerned net dynamics in a collectively produced sense. 
Whenn observed from a macro perspective it was expected that some mailing lists 
wouldd exhibit self-organizational properties while some would not. The key issue here 
wass how the system dynamics could be compared as to make this distinction. 
Accordingly,, by comparing thread size and frequency using Bak & Chen's (1991) 
measuree of self-organized criticality, the expectation was that an analysis of Internet 
mailingg lists as information networks that are collectively created and maintained 
(regardlesss of individual action) could be discerned. 

Eachh additional theoretical perspective enables a new type of question to be posed and 
aa new frame of analysis to be employed. In the following section the results of the 
analysess performed on the data collected from these eleven lists are described. Briefly 
stated,, the data are analysed for their architectural, network, and systemic dimensions 
too illustrate the degree of 'information network' formation, its interconnectivity, and 
possiblee systemic aspects of the communication to determine which lists operate self-
organizationallyy and which operate hierarchically. 

Results s 

Architecture Architecture 
Oncee the materials were gathered the critical information for each list was outlined. 
Thiss information included the member list, email address list, messages per member, 
andd the total number of messages. Table 7.1: List Information (up to and including 
6/11/98)6/11/98)22 provides an overview of the relevant critical features of each mailing list, 
includingg date of list inception, duration in days, number of subscribers, and total 
numberr of mails. 

22 The analysis of this SOIES Communicative domain commenced on November 6, 1998; this was the 
cut-offf  date for all mailing lists under analysis. 
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Mailingg List 

Autopoiesis s 
CyberUrbanity y 
Deukalion n 
ETK K 
EuroCon-Knowflow w 
Luhmann n 
Principiaa Cybernetica 
Sci-Tech-Studies s 
SimSoc c 
SOIS S 
Xaos s 

Listt Inception 
Date e 

9 / 5 / 96 6 
3 0 / 5 / 95 5 
8 / 4 /97 7 
111 / 5/97 
17 /6 /96 6 
13/12/95 5 
10 /5 /94 4 
1 /1 /97 7 
14 /4 /97 7 
2 2 / 4 / 98 8 
14 /1 /97 7 

Duration n 
inn Days 

910 0 
1255 5 
577 7 
544 4 
872 2 
1058 8 
1640 0 
675 5 
571 1 
198 8 
661 1 

Numberr of 
Subscribers3 3 

300 0 
68 8 
51 1 
41 1 
110 0 
355 5 
127 7 
967 7 
413 3 
77 7 
171 1 

Totall Number of 
Mails s 

653 3 
1151 1 
580 0 
558 8 
672 2 
1553 3 
1767 7 
950 0 
366 6 
190 0 
835 5 

Tablee 7.1: List Information (up to and including 6/11/98) 

Oncee the preliminary data for each list was collected we were able to gain an initial 
sensee of the role that each list played in the academic environment. Three distinct 
levelss of analysis were performed in this study. Respectively, the three steps entailed 
thee analysis of descriptive {architectural), communicational (networked), and self-
organizationall  (systemic) statistics. Again, these steps align with the three key 
theoreticall  positions employed in this analysis: Medium Theory, Actor Network 
Theory,, and Self-Organization Theory. For the calculation of descriptive statistics, the 
memberr lists, email address lists, messages per member, and the total number of 
messagess were compiled for each of the eleven mailing lists. List activity was then 
calculatedd by dividing the total number of mails by list duration (in days). Figure 7.1: 
ListList Activity: Mails /Day, shows the results. 

Figuree 7.1: List Activity: Mails /Day 

Fromm the information presented here it is learned that over half of the mailing lists 
underr observation have a list activity of at least one email per day; the mean is just 
overr 1, and has a standard deviation of .27. Here list activity is best understood as an 
indicatorr of architecture formation - in the sense of the Medium Theory 'information 
network'.. Interestingly, there are three groups of lists visible here. The first are the 
cognitivelyy driven lists with field-type characteristics (Luhmann, Principia 
Cybernetica,, and Sci-Tech-Studies); these exhibit particularly high traffic density. 
Thee second group of lists are project related (EuroCon-Knowflow, SOIS, SIMSOC, 

33 The number of subscribers in each list is cumulative. 
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andd Autopoiesis) and they exhibit lower levels of traffic density. Finally, the third 
groupingg includes national lists with an in-between level of traffic density. At this 
levell  of the analysis it appears that the national level relates the cognitive dimension 
withh an institutional one. This runs counter to the expectation that electronic media 
blurr the formal / informal distinction reinforced by print media - there is variation 
betweenn project, intermediary, and field level lists. 

Equallyy meaningful are the list participation statistics calculated as a percentage of 
activee subscribers.4 List participation provides a means of comparing each mailing list 
onn the basis of the architectural dynamics involved in the fostering and maintenance 
off  an Internet mailing list as an information network. Figure 7.2: List Participation 
%,%, below shows the results of this calculation. 

Figuree 7.2: List Participation % 

Fromm this second calculation it appears that some lists (like Sci-Tech-Studies) have a 
remarkablyy high list activity, while the actual list participation remains considerably 
low.. This indicates that for some lists there are few very active subscribers, and an 
overwhelmingg amount of members who subscribe but do not participate. Perhaps 
moree interesting is that the EuroCon-Knowflow list ranked among the top three lists 
withh particularly high degrees of participation. The Luhmann and Principia 
Cyberneticaa lists both operate at the field level, whereas the EuroCon-Knowflow list 
operatedd at the project level. Interestingly, in these cases a high degree of 'active' 
informationn network formation can be observed. These lists are very related in terms 
off  the subject matter addressed, and in this respect it is possible that there may be 
somee degree of self-organization in the case of these three lists. 

Ass with the results obtained from the calculation of list activity, the results of the list 
participationn calculation conformed to our expectations. It was expected that 
electronicc networking would blur formal and informal dimensions traditionally 
associatedd with print when general list activity was considered. This was confirmed 
byy the distribution illustrated above in Figure 7.1: List Activity: Mails /Day. Then, 

44 Those who do not contribute to the list are referred to as lurkers (non-active). Mailing list activity is 
calculatedd as the percentage of members who have contributed at least one message. 
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givenn the intentionality involved in sending messages in response to one another 
(therebyy forming threads), it was expected that differences between project, 
intermediatee and field levels could be identified. This was indeed the case - the 
calculationn of list participation seems to indicate that the lists with the highest degrees 
off  participation are generally field level lists with the exception of the EuroCon-
Knowflow.. This observation is further reinforced in the next section where list 
participationn in threads is examined for its network dimensions. 

Network Network 
Thee second step entailed the calculation of the communication statistics for each list, 
andd reflects the ANT theory of network formation. For each list the number of threads 
andd the number of individuals participating in each thread were counted. Once 
collected,, the percentage of members participating in threaded mails was measured to 
enhancee our understanding of how individual mailing lists are the collective product 
off  distinctly individual actions: network formation. The percentage of threaded mails 
wass determined by dividing the number of messages occurring in threads by the total 
numberr of messages. The percentage of contributing members was then calculated by 
dividingg the number of members participating in threaded messages by the total 
numberr of active subscribers. Figure 7.3: Participation in Threaded Mails % 
illustratedd below shows the results of this calculation. 

Figuree 7.3: Participation in Threaded Mails % 

Thee chart reveals that the intermediary (Greek) lists do not function in terms of 
threads.. They will be left out from further analysis because here the primary concern 
heree are the thread dynamics. Additionally, it has also been identified that the lists 
withh a cognitive focus on self-organization seem to be organized more in threads than 
thee others. Threaded-ness, used here, should therefore be considered here as a 
codificationn of cognitive organization. 

Thee expectations concerning the lack of blurring between formal and informal 
dimensionss traditionally associated with print were not confirmed by the calculation 
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off  list participation. Here too, as indicated in Figure 7.3: Participation in Threaded 
MailsMails % (above) we find that the distinctions between project, intermediate, and field 
levell  lists are reinforced. Thus, there is a correlation between the total list 
participationn and the level of thread participation. The Pearson correlation is 0.96; 
FigureFigure 7.4: Total List Participation % & Thread participation % below shows this 
correlationn graphically. 
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Figuree 7.4: Total Participation % & Thread Participation % 

Ass an additional task in this step, each thread was categorized into one of six different 
messagee topics {administrative, announcement, maintenance, miscellaneous, query, 
andd theory). These topics were then calculated as a percentage of total threaded mails. 
Figuree 7.5: Overall Thread Distribution, shown below, displays the results of this 
step. . 
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Again,, an emphasis is placed on the relevance of Actor Network Theory in 
understandingg (information) network formation as a product of collective action. By 
specifyingg thread activity by topic, the communicative value of each mailing list was 
assessed.. By specifying thread topics, different types of threads were isolated to 
identifyy each list as exhibiting certain characteristics. 

Inn Figure 7.5: Overall Thread Distribution we see littl e correlation between field, 
intermediatee and project levels in the thread distribution. Administrative threads 
figuree particularly low (if at all) in all mailing lists except EuroCon-Knowflow. 
However,, this is not surprising as it was the only project-related list under analysis. It 
iss notable that theory threads figure particularly high in all lists examined in this step, 
withh the exception of the relatively low theoretical count of the EuroCon-Knowflow 
list.. When the respective theory, query, or announcement distributions were 
compared,, a better sense of the collective priorities of each list was obtained. 

Heree the nature of the cognitive exchange in the lists was theorized. Given the 
intertextuall  (meaning) network offered by Poststructuralist analyses, certain liberties 
weree taken in interpreting the structural differentiation between lists by focusing 
solelyy on thread distribution. The majority of lists exhibit relatively high theory 
countss and low administrative counts, but it is also significant that announcements 
figuredfigured low in some field lists like Luhmann, and yet high in others like Sci-Tech-
Studies.. The similarity between project (SIMSOC) and field level (Luhmann) lists is 
alsoo notable in the case of query threads. Additionally, the Structuration Theory 
distinctionn between social and system integration proves useful here. Thread 
distributionn can be understood to reflect (architectural) elements of system 
integration,, while list participation (above) reflects elements of social integration. 

System System 
Stepp three involved a slightly more detailed analysis of the thread communication 
statisticss for each mailing list. The additional detail concerns the analysis of variance 
inn the size and duration of threads in order to deduce self-organizational or systemic 
dynamicss particular to Internet mailing list communication. This procedure stems 
fromm the theory of self-organized criticality and involved the counting of the number 
off  messages per thread, and calculating how long each thread of messages lasted in 
dayss (by specifying the start day for each thread). The results were translated into 
logarithmicc scale to obtain the x-function for each list. Figure 7.6: EuroCon -
MessagesMessages Log and Figure 7.7: Luhmann - Messages Log show two examples of the 
graphss produced in this step. 

Figuree 7.6: EuroCon - Messages Log Figure 7.7: Luhmann - Messages Log 
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TableTable 7.2: Log Formulae Comparison (below) displays the log formulae revealed 
throughh this analysis. 

LIST T 
Alll Lists 
Autopoiesis s 
EuroCon-Knowflow w 
Luhmann n 
Principiaa Cybernetica 
SimSoc c 
STS S 

Loe(Y) ) 
-0.45922 Log(x) +3.502 
-0.05169x++ 1.1533 
-0.4212x++ 1.0498 
-0.4653x+1.2992 2 
-0.6234X+1.3955 5 
-0.6616X++ 1.1104 
-0.8952x+1.248 8 

R2 2 
0.8835 5 
0.8076 6 
0.919 9 
0.8936 6 
0.7533 3 
0.7085 5 
0.4842 2 

Tablee 7.2: Log Formulae Comparison 

Fromm this analysis it proves difficult to determine which lists are self-organizational 
andd which are hierarchical. While none of the lists appear to be self-organizational, it 
cannott be concluded that there are none at all, because it remains impossible to 
determinee which level would in fact indicate self-organization given the limited size 
off  the dataset. Since there is a middle grouping that has an average of roughly -
0.5518,, while there are periphery lists ranging from -0.05169 to 1.3955, it may be the 
casee that we have isolated mixtures of self-organization and non-self-organization. 
Nonetheless,, Self-Organization Theory remains a relevant stance here. While it was 
expectedd that some semblance of self-organization could be observed, the data sets 
themselvess appear to be too limited to reveal any self-organized criticality. Indeed, 
moree traditional measures of self-organized criticality employ much larger data sets, 
andd the measure of self-organizational properties employed here is of littl e use given 
thee limited amount of thread frequencies in each of the lists. 

Thee reader should note that this does not necessarily imply that there are no self-
organizationall  elements operating here, but that the data sets as they have been 
compiledd are not suited to this type of analysis. Thus, while the third research 
questionn highlighted the difference between hierarchically and self-organizationally 
orientedd dynamics, the possibility that there may be self-organizing aspects at hand 
hass not been abandoned. While self-organization cannot be observed here, one cannot 
concludee that mailing lists do not exhibit any self-organizing qualities; it may be that 
hierarchicall  and self-organizational dynamics operate in tandem. 

Summary y 

Thee primary aim of this analysis was to outline the dynamics of the Internet mailing 
listt with respect to its potential to enhance networked communication. Addressing this 
aimm involved a detailed study of the processes of knowledge production evident in the 
emaill  messages that constitute the exchange between members of Internet mailing 
lists.. A selection of Science & Technology Studies and Self-Organization oriented 
mailingg lists were examined to understand the architectural, network and systemic 
relationshipss fostered by the use of electronic media, and significant results were 
found. . 
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Thee list comparison provided us with evidence that Internet mailing lists operate as 
informationn networks and have a discernable architecture; here Medium Theory was 
usedd to emphasize the connectivity in mediated relations. These networks were then 
shownn to be actively produced and maintained through concerted collective action, 
andd Actor Network Theory was used to reflect upon the implications of mapping this 
cognitivee interconnectivity. Postructural and Structurational theories of meaning and 
networkk were also used in this sense. It was learned that field level lists perform roles 
particularr to their specific functions with respect to participation in general, and that 
theree is a strong correlation between list participation and thread participation. This 
reflectedd the original expectations that despite the blurring capacity of electronic 
mediaa (which was evident with list activity), the formal / informal distinction is 
maintainedd with respect to project, intermediate and field level lists when examined 
forr their respective levels of participation. 

Additionally,, it was expected that since mail-listings are intentionally posted, the 
formall  distinctions apparent in traditional (print) media would be discernable. 
However,, it appears that electronic relations do not supplant these original 
distinctions,, but reinforce them. But that is not to say that they remain identical. 
Clearlyy electronic media do foster new and unique types of network relations but they 
alsoo appear to reinforce those relations associated with the use of traditional (print) 
media.. Electronic media, therefore, do not replace earlier dynamics but in fact 
supplementt them - the Internet does not erase these original differences. Such 
communicationn does not occur in a vacuum, but with reference to substantive 
communication,, and here was found a mixture of transition. 

Forr formal communication at the field level, and for informal communication at the 
levell  of research practice, these results imply that one may expect significant 
differencess in the ways that individuals may electronically communicate with each 
otherr regardless of rank or experience. But, despite this observation, the formal / 
informall  distinction is nevertheless imported into this new media environment. 
Finally,, with respect to the primary aims, and contrary to the expectations, the 
analysiss proved unable to discern self-organizational network properties in any of the 
Internett mailing lists under analysis. 

Thee secondary aim of this study was to outline the key similarities and differences 
betweenn the EuroCon-Knowflow mailing list, which houses the communication of the 
Self-Organizationn of the European Information Society (SOEIS) research project, and 
aa selection of other related mailing lists. It was found that while the EuroCon-
Knowfloww list exists primarily as a project meeting place, its dynamics reflect those 
off  field level lists. This is a positive sign in the sense that there appears to be a rich 
levell  of theoretical discussion, making the list both interesting and dynamic. This 
changess the relation between informal and formal since it brings the field dynamics 
withinn the control of intentional action. 

Ass with Chapter V: Analysis of Electronic Communication, it has been shown here 
thatt electronic media were integral to the functioning of the SOEIS project, and more 
generallyy that the processes of knowledge production evident in electronic 
communicationn differ from print. The Internet mailing list was shown to supplement 
andd thereby enhance academic exchange. The use of this cybermetric approach has 
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broadenedd the possibilities of metric analyses, and the complete set of metric 
approachess used in tandem with the theoretical model has permitted a means of 
comparingg the results of all empirical analyses. The Architecture - Network - System 
triadd will be employed again in Part III  - Reflection to compare, map, and reflect 
uponn the complex interlacing of the different communicative domains under 
observationn in this analysis. 
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